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Abstract
SPAT- SCENE is a graphical user interface and spatial sound processor embedded in computer-aided
composition software. It combines the interface and the rendering engine of Ircam Spatialisateur with
a compositional and temporal control of spatial scene descriptors. Previous studies of the composition
process as well as interviews with the composers themselves emphasized the needs for tools integrated
within compositional environments allowing for interactive input, visualization and manipulation of spatiotemporal data in spatial scene descriptions. The SPAT- SCENE interface addresses such requirements by
providing a timeline view synchronized with the spatial view of the Spatialisateur, three-dimensional editors
as well as several internal and external rendering possibilities, all in a unified framework. SPAT- SCENE is
implemented in the OpenMusic visual programming language, and so can be articulated with other musical
structures and compositional processes. Through the case study of sound spatialization, this work tackles
the challenge of authoring real-time processes in a compositional context.
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Introduction

In the past decades, composers have been drawn to computers that allow them to use advanced signal-based
processing tools for generating sounds or controlling their localization in auditory spaces. These processes
are generally implemented in real-time media environments, enabling interactive and exploratory approaches
to the production of music and sound. However, real-time environments provide limited possibilities for
temporal authoring and the articulation of sound processing with musical structures [Puckette, 2004].
Sound spatialization techniques allow composers to define virtual acoustic spaces, arrange sources in
spatial sound scenes or create motion of sound sources in such virtual spaces [Otondo, 2008, Baalman,
2010, Barrett, 2012]. They represent a typical example of the aforementioned problem: despite the efficient
real-time spatialization tools available today, their musical control remains a challenging task for composers
[Peters et al., 2011, Gottfried, 2015]. Spatialization requires the precise definition of a great number of
features and parameters, such as the location of sound sources, their orientation, their directivity, or the
reverberant characteristics of the virtual space. In order to produce motion or other dynamic effects, the
temporal evolution of these parameters must also be specified, and often connected to external (musical)
events or timing constraints.
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So far, two main approaches have been proposed to tackle these issues. One involves extending real-time
environments with time-oriented structures [Schnell et al., 2009, Agostini and Ghisi, 2013]. The other one
consists of integrating audio processing engines within offline computer-aided composition frameworks
[Laurson et al., 2005, Schumacher and Bresson, 2010, Agon et al., 2011]. In this paper we aim at blending
these two solutions so that composers can explore and assess their ideas though real-time interaction while
specifying the temporal aspects of digital sound processing. The objective of this work is to help composers
structure real-time processing as part of a compositional approach, and to support their work with sound
spatialization from early ideation to the production of sounds, control data or scores.
We built upon observations of composers’ practice to design SPAT- SCENE, a graphical user interface that
combines the interface and rendering engine of the Ircam Spatialisateur with the compositional and temporal
control of spatial scene descriptors. After a presentation of related work in Section 2 of this paper, we report
and discuss these field observations in order to underline some motivations and objectives of this project
in Section 3. The tool we developed supports the acquisition, visualization and editing of the spatialization
parameters both in space and time. It also provides interactive mechanisms to connect real-time operations and
rendering with deferred-time activities relating to the compositional processes. In Section 4 we detail several
features designed to address specific challenges such as the visualization of three-dimensional trajectories,
the acquisition of data using gestural controllers, and the interactive control of external rendering engines.
SPAT- SCENE is integrated and developed in the OpenMusic visual programming framework; in Section 5 we
show how this context allows to connect the spatialization control interface with programming and algorithmic
generation, and to articulate spatialization processes with other musical structures and processes. Finally, we
conclude with some technical considerations in Section 6 and more general discussions in Section 7.

2
2.1

Related work: Composing with spatial audio
Spatial composition techniques

Spatiality of music and sound has been a preoccupation of electroacoustic composers since the early experiments of musique concrète in the 1950s. From that point onward, and indeed throughout the history
of electronic music, spatial composition techniques have taken many forms and explored a wide range of
scenarios, from dispersion of orchestral groups, motion of sounds, performers and the audience, to the
interaction of real and virtual sound entities [Harley, 1994].
Composers and performers today use spatial audio technologies to control auditory cues and spatiomusical attributes [Kendall, 2010]. As shown by various studies, spatial composition techniques used in
this context are numerous and diverse [Otondo, 2008, Baalman, 2010, Peters et al., 2011]. These include
(but are not limited to): manipulation of trajectories (motion and choreography of sound objects); control
of spatial location and organization (distance, proximity, depth and extent of the spatial image); diffusion
(envelopment and immersion, localized sounds vs. diffuse layers, sound mass vs. focal points, creation
of subspaces, quiet zones, traveling waves [Harrison, 1998, Barrett, 2012]); artificial reverberation and
spatial decorrelation [Kendall, 1995, Wilson and Harrison, 2010]; spatial granulation (where sonic grains are
individually spatialized, typically by means of flocking or swarming simulations) [Kim-Boyle, 2006, McLeran
et al., 2008]; frequency-domain diffusion (where spectral components are distributed in space) [Topper et al.,
2002, Normandeau, 2009]; time-varying effects (Doppler shift, variations in loudness, dynamics, or spectral
2
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filtering); etc.
The work discussed in the remainder of this paper will focus on a model of spatialization in which
sound elements (typically point sources) are associated with time-varying data (such as position, orientation,
etc.), and the manipulation of spatial trajectories is the main paradigm for the control of the spatio-temporal
sound organization. From the user’s perspective, data and metadata are easily understood regardless of
the diffusion setup, and the rendering engine is responsible for delivering the sound scene according to
the actual reproduction system (loudspeaker array or headphones). Such paradigms can be referred to as
“source-centered”, as opposed to “speaker-centered” paradigms, especially within the context of an acousmatic
musical approach. As a consequence, it is acknowledged that the tools proposed in this paper will only
provide solutions for a subset of compositional viewpoints. Nonetheless, the approach considered here already
offers a broad range of possibilities, and appears to be a popular one in contemporary compositional practice
[Peters et al., 2011].

2.2

Spatialization engines

Over the last decades, the processing power of computers has grown exponentially, multichannel audio
equipment has become affordable, multichannel communication protocols (such as MADI1 or Dante2 ) have
been standardized and largely adopted, and ambitious 3-D diffusion systems of dozens or even hundreds of
loudspeakers have been installed in several venues. All these factors have led to a renewed interest in sound
spatialization techniques, and numerous digital rendering tools have been developed.
An exhaustive review of sound spatialization software is beyond the scope of this paper. As shown by
[Peters et al., 2011], a majority of these tools are integrated into real-time media programming environments
such as Max, PureData or SuperCollider. Others operate as standalone applications or can be inserted as audio
plugins into digital audio workstations (DAWs). Some of them feature a visualization/control interface which
most often consists of a schematic representation of the sound scene, either in 2-D or 3-D perspective, at a
given instant in time. As a matter of fact, most of this software is biased towards live/interactive performances
and real-time audio workflow.

2.3

Spatial authoring

The generalization of real-time spatial audio processing led to interesting works on spatialization control using
interactive systems. Gestural interfaces and input devices such as game controllers, video input [Bozzolan
and Cospito, 2008], or sensors and mapping technology [Marshall et al., 2009], have been used for this
purpose. Such interactive approaches, emphasizing instantaneous representation and processing of spatial
features, are important and meaningful in real-time monitoring scenarios. However, they appears ill-suited for
compositional purposes where temporal extent and organization (both short-term and long-term) have to be
considered [Gottfried, 2015].
Early attempts at addressing the issue of temporal authoring for spatial audio date back to the 1970s and
were notably documented in seminal works by John Chowning [Chowning, 1971]. Since then a number of
tools and projects have tackled this issue following varied perspectives and approaches.
1 Multichannel

Audio Digital Interface

2 http://www.audinate.com
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Trajectory editors such as Holo-Edit [Pottier, 1998] or Zirkonium [Wagner et al., 2014] allow the
manipulation of spatial data through the use of breakpoint curves or sequences of time-tagged points in a 3-D
space. Motion can be graphically edited through lines, Bézier or spline curves, and multiple viewpoints of the
scene are usually offered. WFS Path Editor [Baalman, 2007] also allows the speed, the acceleration or the
quantization of the trajectories to be modified. The Holo-Edit software further provides generative (Lissajou,
Brownian, random algorithms, etc.) and transformative (rotation, translation, proportion) functionalities,
while Octogris [Normandeau, 2015] comes with a set of predefined parametric trajectories (ellipse, spiral,
etc.). Freehand drawing (actually controlled with the mouse) can also be used to record trajectories, e.g.
in Ambicontrol [Schacher, 2010] or SpaceJam [Madden, 2014], fostering a simple and intuitive way of
describing motions that can later be used as compositional patterns. A common characteristic of these
different tools is the explicit separation of the authoring environment in which composers draw, edit or
generate trajectories from the rendering engine that actually performs spatial audio processing. While this is
meant to emphasize modularity, this approach requires the user to regularly switch working environments and
contexts.
Automation in DAWs is also sometimes used to store, edit and lay out spatial controllers in compositional
sessions. This type of workflow was adopted by the ViMic [Braasch et al., 2008] and Spatium [Penha
and Oliveira, 2013] systems, among others, and made possible through dedicated control plug-ins that
communicate with the auditory rendering engines. The AscoGraph application [Coffy et al., 2014] also offers
visual interfaces for handling time structures that control electronic actions and processes, and has been used
by some composers as an authoring tool for sound spatialization. In these editors, one automation track is
typically allocated to each unidimensional parameter (e.g. a spatial coordinate); as such, it is difficult to
graphically apprehend the spatial composition, which intrinsically requires a multidimensional standpoint.
The Spatialization Symbolic Music Notation framework (SSMN) [Ellberger et al., 2015] defines a
taxonomy of spatial features (sound source descriptors such as patterns, figures, motives, etc.) represented by
graphical symbols, which can be embedded into a (traditional) score in order to include the spatialization
of sounds in musical notation. A dedicated rendering engine can interpret the spatial symbols and produce
the spatialized audio signals accordingly. Following a similar path, [Gottfried, 2015] encourages symbolic
graphic notation for composing sound spatialization, and introduces an interpretive layer between the visual
representation and the rendering system.
Trajectories can also be generated and edited in other graphical/media sequencers. For instance, IanniX [Jacquemin et al., 2012] or i-score [Celerier et al., 2016] provide spatial metaphors (e.g. polytemporal
cursors evolving along 2- or 3-D curves) and scripting possibilities to produce interactive scores or scenarios
operating as remote controllers for audio renderers. Authoring of auditory scenes is also possible with
software programs made for gaming or virtual reality, such as Blender, Unreal Engine or Unity. These
environments, used as 3-D scene modelers, editors and animators, can be linked with audio rendering APIs
such as OpenAL or FMOD, and serve for spatialization or auralization purposes, see e.g. [Olaiz et al., 2009].
To our knowledge however, such tools have rarely been adopted by composers.
Various approaches have been proposed to reduce authoring complexity and/or foster computational
expressivity as the number of sources and parameters increases. These approaches include the use of audio
features [Todoroff et al., 1997], physical models [Baalman, 2004, Penha and Oliveira, 2013], constraints
engines [Delerue, 2004] or flocking and swarming algorithms [Kim-Boyle, 2006]. In the OpenMusic
computer-aided composition environment, a number of tools and libraries exist that allow the integration of the
4
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algorithmic generation of trajectories to compositional processes and offline spatial audio rendering [Bresson,
2012]. In particular, the OMPrisma library provides a compositional toolbox featuring algorithmically driven
manipulations of spatial parameters [Schumacher and Bresson, 2010]. These tools lack real-time feedback
and monitoring of dynamic aspects, since the composers have to convert the graphical scores into control data
or sounds before hearing and assessing any audio results.

3

A study of composers’ practice

The design of the tools presented in this paper was informed by a field study conducted with professional
contemporary music composers in order to better understand their actual work and issues with sound spatialization. The compositional process of eight composers, all experienced in computer-assisted composition
tools and in spatial audio, was examined during the elaboration of sound spatialization, from the initial sketch
to the layout of the final score. We collected photographs or copies of the sketches and scores, and we
conducted interviews (lasting approximately one hour and a half) with each participant. Critical Incident-style
questions [Flanagan, 1954] were asked to provide concrete examples from their recent work of how they
addressed problems, followed by more open-ended discussions.3
As we mentioned previously, existing compositional approaches are rich and diverse: through the
collection of this field-data we did not seek to narrow a generic practice, but rather to explore a design space
and gain insights or ideas grounded in real-world composition activities. Most composers interviewed worked
with real-time audio software, and indeed had to tweak their favorite tools (Max, Antescofo, ProTools...) in
order to turn them into sound spatialization controllers. In the remainder of this section, we describe and
discuss three aspects that have retained our attention during this study: (1) graphical/gestural input, (2) time
management for the control of spatial audio processing, and (3) scoring and notation.

3.1

Data input

The composers participating in our study generally worked with graphical representations to design spatial
effects and spatial sound characteristics in the early creative stages, often sketched on paper as illustrated in
Figure 1. Some of the sketches are very rough and meant to illustrate an idea (Figure 1.a) whereas others can
be very detailed and used for more formal explorations (Figure 1.b).
After the ideation phase, the participants used various kinds of software such as Max, Protools, Antescofo,
OpenMusic or Zirkonium to implement their ideas and capture preliminary sketches of sound motion. When
asked about it, they all expressed interest in easier and more intuitive means to input spatial data in musical
software, and the need for better visual cues, for instance to facilitate the identification of trajectories in a set
of spatial data, or the assessment of speed and overall temporal dynamics of a given source’s motion.

3.2

Temporal control

The different tools used to implement spatialization processes promote a wide variety of approaches to
their temporal organization and possible connection to the score or performance data. The majority of
composers interviewed found it difficult to define the temporal aspects of the drawn trajectories, and mentioned
3 Parts

of these interviews have been published and discussed in [Favory et al., 2015].
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Figure 1: Examples sketches of spatial trajectories collected from interviewed composers.

the temporal specification in general as being a major compositional problem when working with sound
spatialization. This is consistent with the results of [Peters et al., 2011] which also highlighted such lack of
tools for musical specification.
The composers often used pre-recorded data or parameters stored in series of cued Max message events,
triggered during the performance by real-time interactions or using score following software (e.g. Antescofo
[Cont, 2008]). As we mentioned already, spatial parameters are also sometimes controlled by automations
defined in standard Digital Audio Workstations. Figure 2 shows examples of composers’ workspaces involving
these different kinds of approaches and controllers. In the case of Figure 2-a (Max) the trajectories are
displayed but their timing and relative placement/occurrence in the piece is implicitly defined by algorithmic
processes and external events (therefore, not visible or accessible in the compositional realm). In Figures 2-b
and -c (DAWs) a timing is visible and editable, but the individual parameters automation fails in expressing
consistent (musical) spatial cues and representations.

Figure 2: Workspaces. a) Max environment: predefined parametric curves are triggered using algorithmic timers. b)
Electronic sketch in Digital Performer. c) Automation curves for spatialization in Ableton Live.

3.3

Score and notation

Another important issue brought forward in this study is the articulation of spatial descriptions with the other
musical elements of a music score. In order to enhance score readability and to facilitate the performance
of their music, the composers we interviewed tended to create their own idiosyncratic kinds of visual
6
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representations for sound motion and trajectories to be inserted in the score. Figure 3 shows two extracts from
the scores of two interviewed composers including such spatial indications as annotations. These graphical
cues can be derived and simplified from the original sketches. They are generally added at a late stage of
the score editing phase, as compared to pitches, rhythms or even sound synthesis elements. One possible
explanation is that composers need to have sound elements (virtual sources or performers) available before to
start experimenting with sound spatialization, which is generally not the case at the beginning of the score
editing process.

Figure 3: Details from scores including spatialization indications. a) Miniatures of trajectories using arrows at different
time positions in the score. b) Symbolic indications of a motion using an arrow.

3.4

Findings of the observational study

Although this study focuses on some specific issues and compositional standpoints, it has nonetheless
confirmed some conclusions of previous surveys [Peters et al., 2011] and has put forward a number of critical
needs and features which could be inferred to more general cases, such as:
• The easy and intuitive input of spatio-temporal data;
• Graphical cues to process this data visually;

• The temporal control over spatial descriptions;

• The connection of spatial descriptions to the other components of a compositional process (score, other
sound controllers and effects, other spatial information...)
As we will show in the following sections, the tools presented in this paper address these different points
through an original combination of computer-aided composition and real-time spatialization software.

4

SPAT- SCENE :

Interacting with sound scenes in space and time

SPAT- SCENE

is a graphical user interface (GUI) based on the Spatialisateur library [Jot, 1999, Carpentier et al.,
2015] and implemented in the OpenMusic visual programming, computer-aided composition environment
[Bresson et al., 2011]. It takes advantage of the powerful real-time audio engine of the Spatialisateur and
of its graphical controls (that are familiar to many computer music composers), and integrates them in a
compositional framework. SPAT- SCENE provides orthogonal views of the space vs. time dimensions of spatial
7
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sound scenes: it allows the spatial layouts of sound sources to be specified at specific points in time, and the
timed trajectories for the individual sound sources to be edited or synchronized.
Figure 4 presents a SPAT- SCENE interface containing four sources associated with four sounds and four
trajectories, respectively. The interface is divided into three main areas: (a) the sound scene view, (b) the

Figure 4:

SPAT- SCENE graphical user interface: (a) scene view including four sources, two speakers and a representation
of the listener’s virtual position; (b) timeline; and (c) settings panel.

timeline section, and (c) the settings panel. The scene view is handled by the Ircam Spatialisateur library
(see Section 6) and depicts the sources and speakers spatial characteristics in a traditional 2-D representation
(showing the listener at the center of the auditory space, and numbered sound sources around it). The sound
sources can be manually displaced on the graph, setting their position at a given moment in time (this “current”
time is represented by a vertical bar in the timeline underneath).
The timeline section contains, for each source, an individual timeline displaying the waveform of the
associated sound and the timing of all position changes (similarly to “key frames” in video editing tools). A
toolbar above this panel offers buttons to play, pause, stop and navigate through the time positions. Finally the
settings panel provides controls to add or remove sources, to specify the interpolation time between keyframes
and to select a rendering method (see Section 4.4).

4.1

Timelines and spatio-temporal specification

The main data structure behind SPAT- SCENE is a set of 3-D trajectories, each trajectory being a sequence of
timed 3-D points. The timeline interface provides interactive controls to manipulate the temporal dimension
of each of these trajectories. Figure 5 depicts a timeline view with two sound sources. Each point of the
trajectory is represented as a circle, indicating its timestamp with the same color as the trajectory. The time
ruler at the bottom displays the visible time range (in milliseconds) and can be used to navigate or zoom in
and out in the timeline.
When a sound source is moved in the sound scene view, its position at the current time is updated in the
8
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Figure 5: Timeline with audio waveforms in the background and ticks for interpolation times.

trajectory. If no point was defined for that source at this specific moment, a new one is automatically inserted
in the trajectory. Users can also insert new points directly in the timeline. In this case the new point is created
with interpolated spatial coordinates ensuring speed continuity in the trajectory. Points can be moved over the
timeline as well, so as to apply a temporal shift. The actual timing of the dragged points can either be free
or snapped to a temporal grid or to points of other trajectories. Finally, the timeline lets users set specific
points called “master” which define specific portions of the trajectories where timing can be stretched or
compressed. By default, the start and the end points are defined as master points to enable the scaling of the
overall duration of a trajectory.

4.2

Editing trajectories

Trajectories in SPAT- SCENE can also be displayed and edited as 3-D curves. The 3-D editor embedded in
SPAT- SCENE is based on the previously available trajectory interfaces in OpenMusic (3 DC object, see [Bresson,
2012]) but features several improvements for interacting with the temporal data, visualizing motion and
supporting gestural input (see Section 4.3). Figure 6 shows the graphical user interface of the trajectory editor,
which includes a 3-D representation and synchronized 2-D projections displaying top and front perspectives.
Composers can use the 2-D views to draw points and edit their positions. While drawing a curve within
one of these views, the motion timing is recorded and defines the time values of the new points. An individual
timeline at the bottom of the interface supports the same time manipulations as the one in SPAT- SCENE, such
as edition of individual points or global/local time scaling. A setup panel, also visible in Figure 6, provides
access to the different visualization options (e.g. mapping a color scale to its duration or instantaneous speed).

4.3

Gestural Input

The interviews with composers (Section 3.1) highlighted a potential interest in gestural approach for the
input and prototyping of trajectories and spatial patterns. In order to let composers use external gestural
controllers and devices to define trajectories, we developed an OSC server [Wright, 2005] integrated into the
3 DC interface that can receive and process data streams. The protocol is simple and consists of two main
messages: the move message that simply translates the sound source in the 3-D space, and the add message
that inserts points in the corresponding trajectory. The graphical user interface displays a green or red sphere
in the 3-D view when the user moves or draws a point in the trajectory, respectively. The primary goal of
this protocol is to facilitate the sketching of trajectories, without considering complex mapping strategies (as
proposed for instance in previous works on gestural control — see e.g. [Marshall et al., 2009]). Two different
kinds of devices have been tested and connected to our software framework in order to input and process
9
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Figure 6: Velocity visualization of a trajectory using color coding in the 3-D editor. The color scheme ranges from
slow/blue to fast/red.

spatial data:
• Tablets and tactile mobile devices, using Trajectoires [Garcia et al., 2016], a mobile application
featuring curve drawing, storage and playback functionalities (see Figure 7).
• Game controllers, using GameTrak, a gestural controller consisting of two wires anchored and
articulated to a base unit, delivering 3DOF positions derived from the length and angle of these wires.

Figure 7: Input of trajectories using a mobile device.

Experiments with these gestural controllers to draw 2-D and 3-D trajectories have put forward a number
of interesting characteristics. Mobile devices are convenient as they allow for fast and easy on-site experimentation with sound positioning and motion. Composers can interact with the positioning of sound sources,
10
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input new motions and patterns, while moving in the performance space and assessing the perceptive effect
and results of the spatialization processes at different spots in the room. The game controller experience, on
the other hand, allowed to record the gesture performing mid-air hand movements to move sources and “draw”
trajectories, and to explore sound source motion in 3-D [Garcia et al., 2015a]. Other types of devices can of
course be used with the server, so that composers can plug their own tools to SPAT- SCENE and explore other
forms of gestural interaction.

4.4

Playback and Rendering

The SPAT- SCENE object can be rendered in different ways, providing auditory feedback and/or visualization
of the evolution of the sound scene with time. In the context of compositional vs. real-time interactions, it
can act as a controller or monitoring interface for the real-time spatialization processes.
While playing, the active time positions of each trajectory in the timeline are progressively highlighted,
giving a clue of the current time and state of the overall scene. The spatial display (scene view) is also updated
periodically to show the positions of the sources.
A combo box in the setting panel allows to choose an action to be executed during playing-back of the
trajectories: depending on compositional situations, the SPAT- SCENE can either render a spatialized audio, or
control external rendering engines via OSC messages.
Audio preview in OpenMusic: The audio rendering action uses the Spatialisateur engine to synthesize
multichannel audio from the SPAT- SCENE. The OpenMusic scheduling and audio rendering system
slices short buffers from the sound sources that are processed by the Spatialisateur and then playedback on the audio interface. Users can choose among the different rendering techniques available
in the Spatialisateur such as binaural or amplitude panning, depending on their reproduction system
(headphones or loudspeakers).
External Rendering via OSC: This other option streams the time-tagged positions of all sound sources
through OSC messages, which can be interpreted by external rendering engines. This scenario is
more likely to occur when composers need to use a specific audio renderer (possibly dedicated to a
specific performance venue) or to apply other audio transformations in addition to the spatialization
process. Figure 8 presents an example in which a Max version of Spatialisateur is being controlled by
a SPAT- SCENE containing 8 sources.
Besides audio preview and OSC streaming, user-defined functions can also be programmed in OpenMusic
and assigned to SPAT- SCENE as playback actions.

5

Integration in the computer-aided composition workflow

As an element of the OpenMusic framework, SPAT- SCENE can be integrated with larger-scale compositional
processes. In this section we describe how composers can use visual programs in OpenMusic to feed a
SPAT- SCENE , and how the SPAT- SCENE can be embedded and articulated with other musical structures and
processes.
11
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Figure 8: External rendering via OSC messages. SPAT- SCENE (left) streams control data to the Max patch (right) that
performs a real-time sound spatialization.

5.1

Visual programming

SPAT- SCENE s

are instantiated within visual programs as regular OpenMusic objects. They are built from a
set of sound sources (typically, audio files) and a set of trajectories created from two or three-dimensional
curves (respectively, a BPC and 3 DC objects in OpenMusic). A list of 3-D points describes the positions of the
speakers. Figure 9 illustrates the use of a SPAT- SCENE in OpenMusic using four sounds and four trajectories.

Figure 9: Construction of a spatial scene object in an OpenMusic visual program with four sounds and four 3 DC. Each
3 DC object contains a trajectory. The SPAT- SCENE view displays the initial positions of the four trajectories.
When the user double-clicks on it, the graphical user interface described in Section 4 opens.

In this example, three trajectories have been created by drawing in 3-D editors, while the last one
12
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(rightmost) has been generated algorithmically. The design of arbitrary processes generating or transforming trajectories in OpenMusic is straightforward and has been already demonstrated in various contexts,
e.g. [Schumacher and Bresson, 2010, Garcia et al., 2015b].
Since OpenMusic allows both data from files in different formats to be read, and incoming OSC messages
to be received or processed [Bresson, 2014], existing trajectories can also be imported from external tools and
applications in order to build a SPAT- SCENE object. Recent experiments carried out with mobile interfaces
[Garcia et al., 2015b] have used OpenMusic to produce and render complex spatial sound scenes using
rotations, translations or interpolations from initially hand-drawn curves (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Algorithmic processing of hand-drawn input feeding a SPAT- SCENE. a) The Trajectoires mobile application,
sending two initial trajectories. b) OpenMusic patch receiving the OSC messages, generating 10 interpolated
curves. c) Visualization of all the generated trajectories in a 3-D editor. d) Resulting SPAT- SCENE.

5.2

Offline rendering

As a comprehensive representation of a spatial sound scene, SPAT- SCENE can also be unfolded and converted
by the Spatialisateur audio processor to a multi-channel audio file where each channel corresponds to a
speaker in the specified configuration. The function spat-synth allows to generate such audio file in an
OpenMusic visual program. This function corresponds to the “standard” offline spatialization process as
performed for instance by existing OM-Spat or OMPrisma libraries [Bresson, 2012]. Figure 11 shows an
example of SPAT- SCENE offline sound rendering.

5.3

Articulation with musical and temporal structures

SPAT- SCENE s are also likely to be connected with scores or other OpenMusic objects, and arranged in
larger-scale time structures. Figure 12 shows a sequencing interface derived from the OpenMusic maquette,
containing a sound file, a break point function and a SPAT- SCENE with four moving sound sources. Depending
on its duration, the SPAT- SCENE display gets divided into one or more keyframes, offering an overview of
the temporal evolution of the scene. During playback, as the cursor moves over the display, the successive
keyframes get animated to reflect the current state of the scene at all time.
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Figure 11: Synthesizing a multichannel audio file from SPAT- SCENE (two input sources/trajectories, eight speakers/output
audio channels).

The “master” points in the SPAT- SCENE timelines are lifted to this upper hierarchical level and can
therefore be manipulated and synchronized in relation to the other objects and time markers embedded in the
time structure.

5.4

Exporting to Notation Software

Our observations have revealed a common strategy among composers, in that they manually add visual
annotations to the final scores as indications for sound spatialization (see Figure 3 for example). To facilitate
this task, the SPAT- SCENE can also be exported as vector graphics representing symbolic descriptions of the
scene at a given time or in a given time interval. The graphics are exported as SVG files and imported into
music notation software such as Finale or Sibelius. Figure 13 shows an excerpt of a score featuring such
graphics, produced from a SPAT- SCENE at two consecutive time intervals.

6

Embedding Spat components – Technical considerations

SPAT- SCENE

constitutes an original and strong coupling between the OpenMusic/Common Lisp environment
and a real-time audio processing kernel. The Ircam Spatialisateur is a C library, here linked dynamically and
connected to the Lisp system through a foreign function interface (FFI). Its graphical interfaces are developed
with the Juce C++ library, which provides an efficient and cross-platform framework for the design and
14
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Figure 12:

SPAT- SCENE

embedded in a maquette, displaying several keyframes. The “master points” of the SPAT- SCENE
are represented as yellow vertical markers in the maquette to provide visual cues and help stretching and
synchronizing temporal elements.

Figure 13: Example score containing spatialization indications exported from a SPAT- SCENE. The cross at the center
represents the listener, and the black squares represent the speakers. The colored circles represent the sound
sources positions at the beginning (white filling) and at the end (colored filling) of the specified interval. The
colored lines represent the actual trajectory between these positions.

deployment of GUIs. Graphic components of the library (e.g. the scene view of the SPAT- SCENE editor) were
therefore re-used at no cost by sharing OS graphical resources and objects, which minimized the development
workload, but also allowed a similar version of the Spatialisateur, which many users have previously worked
with in Max and other platforms, to be incorporated into OpenMusic.
Each environment handles different kinds of operations and resources; the Spatialisateur is dedicated
to instantaneous display and rendering, while OpenMusic/SPAT- SCENE deals with the scene structure and
temporal dimension but does not interfere with real-time audio streaming. A callback system allows the
propagation of actions from the Spatialisateur interface to the underlying structure of SPAT- SCENE, and
15
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the synchronization of the corresponding representations. Conversely, SPAT- SCENE and the OpenMusic
scheduling system [Bouche and Bresson, 2015] provide timed callbacks to the Spatialisateur library while
updating displays or while rendering, in order to compute the spatialized sound buffers transferred to the
audio output.
An interesting aspect of this cooperation, both for GUI interactions and audio processing, is the generalized
use of OSC bundles (containers of OSC-formatted messages) for the communication between the main
application and the linked library. Each function call between the two environments passes an OSC bundle as
unique parameter. The messages contained in the bundles, although not transmitted via network, are treated
as such in order to set the current state of a spatial scene, and perform graphical updates and audio rendering
actions on demand. This strategy also minimizes the development costs, since entry points of the library are
drastically limited, and no much specific programming has to be done in the library to make it interpreting
new external function calls. It also bases the semantics of these external calls on the structure and format of
the OSC bundles, and thereby makes it independent from the OpenMusic/Spatialisateur software interface
design.

7

Discussion and Conclusion

Sound spatialization processes often run in the context of real-time frameworks and therefore rarely benefit
from larger-scale compositional scope and consideration. The approach we propose aims at producing and
timing sound spatialization processes with real-time audio-visual feedback. The seamless collaboration
between deferred-time computer-aided composition processes and a real-time rendering and audio processing
library allows composers to deal interactively with both space and time domains, bringing together accurate
spatial control with musically relevant structures. We consider this work a specific case in a more general
reflection about the integration of real-time processing in compositional frameworks, and believe this approach
is likely to enhance composers’ creative processes by fostering both the expression and evaluation of musical
intentions.
The design of SPAT- SCENE was informed by observations of composers’ works, which highlighted a
number of critical needs, among which we would like to emphasize (1) the easy and intuitive input of
spatio-temporal data; (2) graphical cues allowing the visualization of the different characteristics of this
data; (3) the temporal control over trajectories and compound spatial scenes; and (4) the connection with
compositional processes. Respectively, composers can use SPAT- SCENE to define motion of sound sources
with different input methods such as gestural controllers, algorithmic processes or by manually entering
and interpolating between keyframes. We also improved existing tools of the OpenMusic environment to
provide better visualization features for the motion parameters of individual trajectories. However, our current
system does not support the input and control of additional important parameters such as the orientation or the
aperture of the sound sources: we are planning to include these parameters following a similar approach. The
temporal control issue is mostly addressed via the multiple-timeline interface provided by the SPAT- SCENE
editor. Finally, the integration of SPAT- SCENE into OpenMusic visual programs and time structures allows
composers to use these tools in a computer-aided composition context.
Even if the composers we interacted with all used source-based spatialization techniques, our interviews
also highlighted that the spatial environment of the performance is often taken into account during the
composition process: sketches often started with positioning some elements of the venue, the speaker system
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or other important environmental aspects prior to drawing the actual trajectories. Figure 1 clearly highlights
this point: the composer’s sketches in this figure are designed in relation to a given venue or to a configuration
of loudspeakers. Currently, SPAT- SCENE provides basic spatial referential indications and axes, as well as a
simple shoebox-shaped room model, but future developments may also allow users to load external 3-D CAD
models of the performance venue, or to graphically sketch ad-hoc additional environmental information.
Future work will also investigate different spatialization approaches such as the speaker-centered techniques, building upon other graphical interfaces available within the Spatialisateur such as the “matrix”
representation, as well as existing interactive applications such as MIAM Spat [Le Vaillant et al., 2015]. We
will also pursue collaborations with composers in order to refine and assess these tools in real composition
and production contexts.
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